Adding +8

Adding +8

Choc·late eight is tak·ing two, not from me, just from you.

Choc·late eight is tak·ing two, with his vac-uum!

Eight plus three is onety-one, ten and one, onety-one.
Eight plus three is onety-one, isn’t adding fun?

Eight plus four is onety-two, twelve to you, onety-two.
Eight plus four is twelve to you, an even dozen too!

Eight plus five is onety-three, just for me, ten plus three.
Eight plus five is onety-three, or thirteen.

Eight plus six is onety-four, ten plus four, count some more.
Eight plus six is fourteen more, and I’m sure.

Eight plus seven is onety-five, dime plus five, onety-five.
Eight plus seven is fifteen bees in one big sticky hive.

Eight plus eight is onety-six, ten plus six, onety-six.
Eight plus eight, please don’t be late for sweet sixteen.